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This is a story about the biggest sick day in America. 
Scratch that. 

This is about the biggest fake sick day and how 
Mucinex turned a little-known fact into a phenomenon. 

A cold. The flu. A bug. People get sick every day. When they do, they call out sick from work. 

But on one particular day, more people collectively call out sick from work than any other.
Millions more. That day? The day after The Big Game.

Coincidence? No way. The Big Game Sunday is one of the biggest party nights of the year. 
Most who call out sick the day after are totally faking it. 

So, what does a cold and flu brand do with this insight about a “sick day” that really isn’t? 
Lecture people? Ignore the behavior and forget we ever noticed?

We did the opposite. Mucinex sought to own the day and turn it into a cultural phenomenon. 

To do it, we launched an integrated campaign, “Super Sick Monday.” It began with a research study, continued with a proper naming, 
grew into a national conversation, and caught fire with a television spot that aired right after the final whistle of the game. 

Summary



The Background

On Top (But Not Top of Mind)
Mucinex launched into the cold and flu category in 2004, quickly establishing leadership in the congestion segment. When its patent 

expired in 2014, the brand repositioned and transformed from a product known for just mucus into something that does more. 

A new, kick-ass attitude rallied fighters to stop taking sick lying down and end the misery of sickness. Mucinex was served up as the ultimate 
cold and flu fighting weapon. And it was done with humor, with an icon reborn—Mr. Mucus was ejected from your chest and into the real 

world, where the walking, talking ball of mucus embodied the misery sickness brings to your life.  

Everything was heading in the right direction. Except for one thing… 



Despite a renewed image and 
inspiring attitude, top-of-mind 
awareness had stalled at 5%.1

The Problem



Top-of-mind awareness can make or break you.

5% 
Awareness

The Objective

When did you last buy a cold 
and flu medication? 

Chances are it was when you were sick—just like 

89% of people.2

And when you’re sick, the brand you think of
first is what you’re likely going to buy. 

A new season, A new approach.

To catapult awareness and become synonymous with cold and 
flu, we needed to own the conversation in a way we never had 
before. We needed to engage with more people, differently. 

To make America remember us, we needed to reach the biggest 
audience possible, in February—the peak of the season.

So every year, when cold and flu season hits America 
between October and March, we work to get as close to 
sick occasions as possible. To remind people who we are 

and reinforce our message before sickness strikes. To 
become synonymous with cold and flu. 



OUR OBJECTIVE: 
DRIVE AWARENESS AND BUILD 

BRAND LOVE AMONG A BROADER, 
YOUNGER, MORE MALE AUDIENCE. 



The Biggest Cultural Moment 
in our Season has nothing 

to do with Cold and Flu.
It’s ironic. At the peak of cold and flu season, when sickness should be most top of mind, our 

collective attention turns to something different. And the cold and flu conversation is drowned out.

Our focus shifts to something fun. 

The. Big. Game. 
With so many people watching, it’s the biggest awareness 

opportunity for a brand during the season.  
But it’s totally unrelated to sickness. 

The Challenge



So what right does a cold and flu medicine 
have to insert itself into the big game 
conversation, when it’s the last thing 

people want to think about? 

It doesn’t.

Or so we thought. 



OUR CHALLENGE: 
GIVE OUR BRAND A VOICE AND TELL A 

MEANINGFUL STORY DURING THE BIGGEST 
EVENT OF THE SEASON, WHERE NO ONE 
WANTS TO HEAR ABOUT COLD AND FLU.



The “Sickest” Insight. 

5% 
Awareness

The big game is a huge moment. It’s an outlet for 
the winter blues. A day people give themselves 

permission to let loose, making it one of the biggest 
party nights of the year. 

It also falls on Sunday, making the Monday after 
one of the most dreaded work days of the year. 

After researching the topic and through social 
listening, we discovered an existing behavior not 
widely acknowledged. And an untapped insight.

The Insight



(That tension was our spark!)

THE INSIGHT:
MORE PEOPLE CALL OUT SICK THE 

DAY AFTER THE BIG GAME THAN 
ANY OTHER DAY OF THE YEAR. 

BUT MANY ARE FAKING IT. 



Give a Memorable Wink to Millions of Americans
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The Strategy 

Our brand’s DNA is rooted in humor and efficacy. Our 
strategy needed to be provocative, so our approach 

embraced the irony of the situation. 

And to make this a cultural event, we chose not to compete with the 
noise of other brands during the game. Instead, we teased the 
phenomenon leading up to the game, stayed quiet through the 
action, and then doubled our efforts immediately after the final 
whistle blew—so we could truly own the conversation and get 

people talking about the biggest “sick day” of the year before the 
confetti settled.

Rather than fight against our insight, we leaned into 
it. We used a fake “sick day” to get people talking 
about our brand and remind them we’re there when 
they need to fight real sickness.



THE STRATEGY:
GIVE PEOPLE PERMISSION TO ENJOY THE 
BIGGEST “SICK DAY” OF THE YEAR. THEN 

REMIND THEM THAT MUCINEX IS THERE FOR 
THEM WHEN THEY’RE REALLY SICK.



Giving life to the phenomenon and landing a new day in popular culture

5% 
AwarenessWe strategically used the week leading to the game to insert the 

phenomenon into conversations — so that before kickoff, people would 
already be talking about the day after. 

We concentrated our efforts into an 8-day period in which we seeded 
the campaign with PR releases, broadcast teasers, adaptive social, and in-

store print and timed content release to sustain interest and maximize 
breakthrough potential through Monday.  

The Plan

We identified behaviors and places people go as anticipation builds 
(YouTube, social), the second screens used during the game (Twitter), and 
how they use sick days (binge-watching video, social scrolling). This ensured 

our content was relevant and would generate interest. Our integrated 
support model was designed to maximize awareness and capitalize on 

conversations before, during, and after the game.



5% 
Awareness

The Idea

We gave America’s biggest 
fake sick day a proper name: 

Super Sick Monday.

To make sure this special day got the attention it deserved, we commissioned 
and released a study, in conjunction with the Workforce Institute at Kronos and 

Harris Poll, to validate the phenomenon with hard numbers. Revealing that 
approximately 14 million people were planning to take off the day after the Big 
Game. And then used those results to generate publicity among media outlets. 

#SuperSick 

MONDAY
MILLION EMPLOYED AMERICANS 
WHO PLAN TO WATCH THE BIG GAME13.9 INTEND TO CALL OUT OF WORK 
THE FOLLOWING MONDAY 

26%

Fever

14%

Sore Throat

12%

Headaches

THINK THE MONDAY AFTER THE BIG 
GAME SHOULD BE A NATIONAL HOLIDAY

OF EMPLOYED 
AMERICANS25%

HAVE PREVIOUSLY MISSED 
WORK THE MONDAY 
AFTER THE BIG GAME 

1 IN 5 (19%) EMPLOYED
AMERICANS

SAY IF THEY WERE GOING TO CALL OUT SICK 
OR TAKE A PERSONAL DAY, THEY WOULD 
DECIDE TO CALL OUT AFTER THE GAME HAS 
STARTED/THE FOLLOWING DAY

60% OF EMPLOYED 
AMERICANS

VS.
OF EMPLOYED
PARENTS

21%
OF EMPLOYED
NON-PARENTS

5%
WHO PLAN TO WATCH 
THE BIG GAME

WHO HAVE CHILDREN 
UNDER 18 AND PLAN TO 
WATCH THE BIG GAME 

SAY THEY ARE LIKELY TO
CALL OUT "SICK"

HISTORICALLY THE BIGGEST “SICK DAY” IN AMERICA

 THE
MONDAY
AFTER

PEOPLE HAVE USED OR HEARD SOMEONE ELSE USE 
WHEN NOT ACTUALLY SICK, EMPLOYED AMERICANS 
GAVE THE FOLLOWING TOP REASONS:

OF THE MOST COMMON
COLD / FLU REASONS



The Idea

To supercharge excitement the week prior, we leveraged Twitter polls and 
influencers to get people talking about and planning their Super Sick Mondays.

Even Terry Bradshaw was talking about it at Radio Row.



5% 
Awareness

The Idea

Finally, in the first commercial break after the final whistle, exactly when people 
are thinking about calling out sick, we aired a spot that paid off our insight 
in a meaningful and funny way, worthy of the scale of the event.



Twitter exploded. 

In response, we engaged each consumer who tweeted at us, extending the experience with content, coupons, and gifts. 
On Super Sick Monday, the fun continued. Online, influencers shared their “sick” days, and we released more social content. 

The reaction was instantaneous



Morning radio and broadcast programming took to the idea and 
ran with it. Elvis Duran from the Z Morning Zoo, and Hoda and 
Kathy Lee were talking about Super Sick Monday for the entire 

country to hear. 

Media coverage and social media were so pervasive that Super 
Sick Monday was trending on LinkedIn (#2) and Twitter (#12); 

other brands, including Seamless and national sports teams, 
were tweeting about #SuperSickMonday.

Fans created and shared #SuperSickMonday original artwork 
and memes in honor of the day. 

And news of Super Sick Monday even crossed the pond with a 
feature story in the UK’s Daily Mail.

Helping us generate over 
1 billion impressions. 

The Reaction



Super Sick Monday scored a 
touchdown and did an end zone dance 

The campaign drove 2,520 media placements
• Generated 5x earned media impressions than initial target 
• Tonality: 95% Positive/Neutral 
• Exceeded initial impressions goal (5 million) for Radio Row by 66%
• Research was key, with 75%+ of placements including our data
• Mucinex brand name was included in almost 25% of placements

Reach significantly exceeded expectations: 
• 948M+ paid and earned PR impressions3

• 65M YouTube impressions4

• 61M+ Twitter Impressions5

• 21M paid actual impressions for Super Bowl postgame and Fallon6

Total = 1 billion+ impressions!

Engagement hit never-before-seen peaks for the brand5:
• 50K+ Twitter engagements 
• Per Twitter, #SuperSickMonday was not used prior to this year, where we saw 

60M+ impressions on the hashtag
• Of campaigns run during Super Bowl, Mucinex's Twitter poll beat the average 

engagement rate by 2%

We saw double-digit growth on favorability metrics/equity attributes7:
• Brand love (+13.1%)
• Brand for me (+13.7%)
• Purchase intent (+13.4%)

Exceptionally high engagement—and dramatic increases—among men, an 
audience harder for us to reach7:
• Brand favorability (+22.3%)
• Brand love (+20.9%)
• Brand for me (+26.6%)
• Purchase intent (+22.7%)

Mucinex owned the day7:
• Mr. Mucus’ rate of recognition hit 90% (+11.2%) 
• Top-of-Mind Awareness nearly doubled (+4.1 %)

And our purchase consideration score reached 
22%, an all-time high for the brand.8

The Results
And as for brand love….
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